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Library Evolution – From MARC to BIBFRAME

Sam Quell

Kat Cuff

Learn the ins and outs of the ILS MARC records to BIBFRAME conversion in Vega Discover, 
followed by a working session, focusing on gathering recommendations for Discover's 

adaptations of BIBFRAME rules.



MARC = Machine Readable Cataloging
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State of MARC
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Pros
• Widely used in the industry
• Adapted to multiple 

disciplines

Cons
• Not used in other industries
• Not aligned with modern 

software technology
• Limited extensibility 



• BIBFRAME = 
Bibliographic 
Framework

• Object-based, 
Linked data model

• Focuses on the 
relationships 
between objects

BIBFRAME
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Linked Data – Standards for Sharing on the Web

Unique Identifiers (URI)
Defined 

Relationships
Consistent Technology 

(e.g. RDF)
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Linked Data on the Web
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Linked Data on the Web
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Linked Data – Standards for Sharing on the Web

Library of Congress 
creating URIs for agents, 
concepts, code lists and 

more

Relationships are defined 
between works, instances, 

items, agents, concepts 
and more. 

BIBFRAME is a Resource 
Definition Framework 
(RDF) based ontology. 
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MARC vs BIBFRAME Example
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MARC vs BIBFRAME Example
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• Pros

• Aligns with other industries

• Aligns with modern 
technology 

• RDF natively supports  to 
multiple disciplines

• Unlimited extensibility

• Cons

• Not widely adopted in the 
industry

•Pros

•Widely used in the industry
•Adapted to multiple 

disciplines

•Cons

•Not used in other industries
•Not aligned with modern 

technology

•Limited extensibility
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BIBFRAME in Vega
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BIBFRAME Glossary in Vega
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Concept or area of knowledge. Resource reflecting a 
conceptual essence of a 

cataloging resource.

Entity having a role in a 
resource, such as a person or 

organization.

https://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html

Agent Topic Work

Did you know you can change the display 
name?

Use the Translations file!

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/St
aff_Admin_menu/Manage_Translations.htm 

https://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Manage_Translations.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Manage_Translations.htm


Vega Goals for BIBFRAME and Linked Data

Today’s Goal: 

Focus on Patron Experiences
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➢ Single search result for all books and films
➢ Person and Topic pages
➢ Showcases 

Long Term Goals:     

 Building a Solid Linked Data 
Foundation 

➢ Integration with materials and data 
beyond bibliographic items

➢ Option to transform and publish 
data in emerging web standards in 
support of library goals



BIBFRAME Based Data Model

What does this mean?
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➢ Converted MARC to BF using BIBFRAME 2.0 
specifications

➢ Object-oriented data model
➢ Extensions where needed for best patron e

What are the benefits?

➢ Aligned with industry standards
➢ Supports key Discovery features
➢ Provides a solid foundation for 

future BIBFRAME 



Vega Data Flow

INGEST ADD EXPOSE

MATCH

Add relationships

LINK
Link to external data 

Expose context to 
user

Ingest authorities & library 
metadata

Match & link resources, 
Concepts, and Persons
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Ingest decides 
what gets rolled 
up together



MARC to BIBFRAME Conversion

https://documentation.iii.com/
vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBi
bFrame_Book.htm 

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm


MARC to BIBFRAME Conversion
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MARC to BIBFRAME Conversion

https://documentation.iii.com/
vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBi
bFrame_Book.htm 

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame_Book.htm


Staff Documentation
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Ask!

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Vega_Admin.htm 

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Vega_Admin.htm


Material Type Mapping
• Vega uses metadata-based rules to group bibliographic instance records into work-level roll ups.

• On the ILS Material Type to Work Level Roll Up Mapping page, you can select a work type of book or video to populate 
the format group selector with the corresponding format labels. 
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Material Type

Book 

Book eBook Large Print Audiobook eAudiobook Audio CD

Video

DVD Blu-ray
Streaming 

Media

Other

OtherFormat 
Type

Work 
Type



Roll ups: Titles

In order for editions to rollup into a work level rollup the titles must have an exact match.  These are the rules for 
title matching that you should check your title data against:

1. 130 and 240 match only on $anp

2. 245 match on $abnp (when no 130/240 present in the edition)

3. mainTitle and subTitle, partNumber and partName are all used for matching if present and must exist in all 
editions record for them to rollup.  The order of partNumber and partName subfields does not matter.

4. Non-filing characters specified by the incoming 130/240/245 title tag are ignored (the number of leading 
characters to ignore is indicated by the value in the second indicator for the 240 and 245, and by the value in 
the first indicator for the 130)

5. mainTitle string matching criteria:
1. Title match is case-insensitive and ignores trailing commas, semicolons, periods, and colons, and leading and trailing spaces
2. Trailing text in parentheses of mainTitle is ignored (e.g., "The Elephant (the movie)" matches "The elephant")

6. subTitle string matching criteria: The following punctuation is ignored: .,;[] as well as leading and trailing 
spaces.

1. Subtitles of "a novel" or "a thriller" (case insensitive exact match, ignoring leading and trailing spaces and trailing 
punctuation) are ignored.

2. Any text found within [] brackets and the brackets themselves are ignored.



Roll ups: Authors

• In order for editions to rollup into a work level rollup the authors must 
have an exact match.  These are the rules for author name matching 
that you should check your title data against:

1.Authors metadata used for matching is $ae of 100, 110, 111, 700, 
710, and 711 tags.

2.Author string matches are case-insensitive and ignore trailing spaces, 
commas, semicolons, and periods

• Authors that do not meet the criteria for Primary Author (1xx/7xx 
has $e that is not aut, author, edt, editor) which can cause the title 
to rollup with an identical title that has no author.



Roll ups: Publishers

• Vega BibFrame selects publisher data for rollup matching based on the following rules: 

•     All 260$b and 264 (2nd indicator must be 1) $b are considered for matching.  If there are 
multiple publishers found all must match exactly across all editions for a rollup to occur.  

•     Author fields are ignored for moving image (video) materials

• Vega BibFrame matches all selected publishers based on the following rules: 

•     Publisher data matching is case insensitive and ignores trailing punctuation ;:.,/, and leading and 
trailing white spaces. 

•     The list of publishers is sorted alphabetically, and then strings are concatenated using "|" as 
delimiter before matching is applied

• Missing or Generic Publisher Data which can cause the title to rollup with an identical title 
that has no publisher or generic publisher data.



Roll ups: Language

• Vega matches the language of editions for work level rollups so that works 
presented in different languages do not rollup.  Vega determines the language of 
an edition by checking each of the language fields below in the order given.  If 
Vega finds a language value in any of the fields it uses the value it found and will 
not check the other field values from the rest of the list:

1.008 language code
1. invalid/unusable codes are 'und', 'mul', 'zxx', '|||', '###'

2.041 $a (if 041 is repeated, all languages in the editon must match for a rollup to 
occur)

3.130/240 $l (Vega attempts to interpret the text in this field and map it to a 
language code)

4.If none of the above are present Vega assumes the language of the material 
matches the default language of Vega Discover set in the Localization settings of 
the Vega Staff Admin.



Extensions for Patron Experience

We have extended our data model to cover essential metadata for the patron discovery 
experience that is not present in BIBFRAME today (e.g. holdings data). 



Vega Benefit: Roll Ups



Extensions for Patron Experience

Vega BibFrame selects the title metadata 
used for matching work level rollups in the 
following MARC data fields order:

1.Uniform Title 130 matching on $anp
2.Uniform Title 240 matching on $anp
3.Title 245 matching on $abnp

Format



Vega Benefit: Person and Topic Pages



Vega Benefit: Showcases for Roll-Ups



Vega Benefit: Showcases for People and Topics

Did you know you can change the display name?

Use the Translations file!

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin
_menu/Manage_Translations.htm 

https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Manage_Translations.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/Staff_Admin_menu/Manage_Translations.htm
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Discussion
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Where do we go from here?
Creating value-driven features on a strong linked data foundation built with future use cases in mind

What problems are 
you trying to solve 
with BIBFRAME?

What does 
BIBFRAME  mean to 
you?

What are you doing 
with BIBFRAME 
today?

Providing librarian 
tools for interacting 

with linked data
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Discussion 

Take-aways

E

D

C

B

A
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RESOURCES

BIBFRAME.
ORG

https://bibframe.org 

LoC 

Initiative
https://www.loc.gov

/bibframe/ 

Conversion
https://documentati

on.iii.com/vega/adm
in/admin/MARCtoBi

bFrame.htm 
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Roll up 

Troubleshooting 
on Supportal

https://bibframe.org/
https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/
https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame.htm
https://documentation.iii.com/vega/admin/admin/MARCtoBibFrame.htm
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Enhancements

36

IUG Enhancements Forum

Saturday, 10:30 am

If I Ran the Zoo:

How an Idea Becomes a Product

Saturday, 9:00 am
https://ideas.iii.com

#IUG2023

https://ideas.iii.com/
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THANK YOU

Questions?
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